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A VOICE. A DREAM. A BRIGHT FUTURE.
DR. TAMMY C AMPBELL, SUPERINTENDENT
FOCUSED ON OUR BIG GOALS TO ACCOMPLISH

BIG THINGS FOR SCHOLARS

T

he dedicated
team of educators and staff
members in Federal
Way Public Schools
—3,000 strong—is
committed to the
success of each
of our studentscholars. We know
the impact that positive and skilled adults
have on young people, and we intend
to use the goals in our strategic plan as
a guide to continue the improvement of
scholar learning in every classroom at each
of our 39 school sites.

Welcome back

scholars & families

W

e have an exciting 2017–18 year ahead
as we work to ensure each scholar
has a voice, a dream, and a bright future.
Highlights of the work that will be occurring
in each goal area this year include:
Goal One: The Early Years
• We will convene preschool providers from around the
city to discuss what quality early learning experiences
look like and brainstorm how we might strengthen
collaboration and community partnerships with the
school district.

Goal Four: Content-Area Competence

• We will launch our efforts of requiring our current
9th graders to commit to at least 24 hours of
community service.

• We will continue to convene groups of teachers in
selected content areas to create enhanced curriculum
and instructional materials so that each scholar, no
matter the school, is learning the content standards in
powerful ways.

• We will continue to have high expectations for scholar
attendance at school. If scholars are not in school,
they are not learning, and if they are not learning,
they are not preparing for their futures.

We have a comprehensive plan for
ensuring your child has an incredible
school year. However, we cannot do this
work without strong partnerships with
families and the community and need your
help in the following ways:

• We will continue to expand opportunities that
challenge and provide rigorous learning opportunities
for scholars including robotics, Chess with the
Superintendent, coding and engineering clubs,
math competitions, speech and debate competitions,
vocal and instrumental performances and so much
more! An exciting initiative focused on project based
learning with STEM/STEAM will involve our two

• Teach, reinforce and hold your child
accountable for being a positive member
of their school community!
• Attend back-to-school-nights and receive
a new tool we created this past year
called the “Learning Partnership Guide.”
It was designed specifically for parents
to tell you what your child is expected to
learn in every grade and provide tips on
how you can help as a parent/guardian.
• Monitor your child’s grades on
ParentVue, and if you haven’t signed up
already, it is imperative that you do so.
If you have already signed up, be sure to
check your child’s progress frequently on
ParentVue. Go to https://grades.fwps.
org/ to sign up and/or check progress.
I want to thank you for entrusting your
child to Federal Way Public Schools. We
aspire to create learning environments
in which every scholar can reach their
dreams!
In partnership,

K–8 schools,
Woodmont
and Nautilus,
becoming
FWPS
designated
lighthouse
schools. This
means that
over the next few years, at every grade level, scholars
will be deeply involved in project based learning,
which has been proven to increase scholar engagement
and success in school.

Goal Two: Whole Child

Our focus on preparing scholars for the
world of work will continue to build on
the incredible opportunities we provided
to scholars over the summer. Over 540
elementary and secondary school scholars
participated in summer enrichment
opportunities. Scholars learned how
to code mini robots called “Spheros,”
developed an invention and marketed it,
and gained gardening knowledge, all the
while learning mathematics embedded in
each of these experiences.

• Ensure your child is at school every day!

FALL 2017

• I am encouraging parents and community members
to sign up for the Mentor & Me Program or the
mentoring program with Communities in Schools. In
total, both programs have around 250 mentors, and
with 23,500 scholars, this is simply not enough! We
need more mentors in our schools.

Goal Three: Active Learners
• We are launching powerful learning initiatives across
all schools that will focus on Science, Technology,
Engineering, the Arts, and Math (STEAM).

• An important area of focus this year will be continuing
our committee work to improve our practices in
Standards Based Grading and Reporting. We are
creating parent, scholar and staff handbooks to ensure
our practices are consistent across all schools and
easily understood by parents.

Goal Five: Persistence to Graduation
• Our team will be creating a district-wide course
catalog that will outline the courses scholars need to
truly have a college- and career-ready transcript when
they graduate.
• We will continue to closely monitor ninth graders on
track for on-time graduation.
• We will track the number of scholars once they
graduate to assess how they persist through college,
military, apprenticeship programs, and other postsecondary pursuits.

Federal Way Public Schools BOND
Aging buildings,
overcrowding and enhanced
safety needs addressed
with November 7 bond
proposition

F

ederal Way Public Schools
(FWPS) serves a community
that is committed to investing
in the success of each scholar having
a voice, a dream and a bright future.
FWPS has a track record of fiscal
responsibility and believes great
schools mean great neighborhoods
and a prepared workforce. Investing
in the community will attract and
retain people in Federal Way and
result in an increase in jobs.
On June 13, 2017, the FWPS board
of directors unanimously approved
a new and modernized facilities
bond proposition to address aging,
deteriorating facilities, overcrowding at elementary schools, and
enhanced safety and security
district wide. The $450 million bond
proposition will maintain taxes at
the current level and not increase
the total tax collection.

The $450 million 2017 bond
proposition was recommended by
a 100 member Facilities Planning
Committee and with input from
over 200 community members,
parents, and staff from across the
district.
School facilities needs and facts
related to 2017 bond proposition
In FWPS, there are 19 buildings
plus Memorial Stadium that are 40
years old or older. The average year
these buildings were built is 1965
with 14 schools built between 1956
and 1968. Five of these 19 schools,
plus Memorial Stadium opened
between 1970 and 1976.
Schools serving grades K–5 are
overcrowded. The K–5 elementary
schools were built to serve 9,160
scholars and are currently serving
10,263 scholars, more than 1,000
over capacity. Student enrollment is
on the rise with a projected growth
of about one percent each year.
Safety enhancements are also
needed, including security cameras
and addressing outdated buildings
with multiple entry points.

Solution: FWPS 2017 bond proposition
On November 7, 2017, voters in
FWPS will have the opportunity
to approve a $450 million bond
proposition that will address:
• Aging, deteriorating facilities;
• Overcrowding at our elementary
schools; and
• Enhanced safety and security
district wide.
The November 2017 bond
proposition expands, rebuilds or
modernizes Thomas Jefferson
High School, Totem Middle
School, Illahee Middle School,
Olympic View Elementary, Lake
Grove Elementary, Mirror Lake
Elementary, Star Lake Elementary,
and Wildwood Elementary. Also
included is Memorial Stadium,
which serves all high schools, the
elementary track program, and is a
place where the community gathers
for events.
(continued on page 2)

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND SCHOLARFOCUSED PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

O

ur staff is committed to our
scholars’ success. The day after
school dismissed for the year,
approximately 400 staff members from all
39 sites convened for the second annual
Strategic Planning Summit. In early August,
district school administrators met to
focus on strategic plan goals, equity, and
research-based best practices. Over the
summer, 1,900+ teachers and support
staff participated in professional learning
opportunities aligned with the strategic
plan and school improvement efforts.
During the school year and beyond, our
staff is committed to making a difference in
the lives of “Each scholar: A voice. A dream.
A bright future.”

SUPERINTENDENT CAMPBELL
AND CENTRAL OFFICE TEAM TO BE
GUEST TEACHERS IN SCHOOLS

T

his year, Superintendent Campbell
and members of the central office
will spend one day a month subbing
in classrooms. This means that throughout
each month, this team will look at the
unfilled guest teacher positions and take
an assignment to substitute in schools. The
why of this effort is to better understand
the world in which our teachers and
support staff work every day and to help
with the teacher/substitute shortage.

Federal Way Public Schools BOND
(continued from page 1)
A successful bond proposition
will benefit all schools with School
Construction Assistance Program
(SCAP) funding to address major
maintenance needs such as roofs
and boilers, provide security
enhancements and relocate Mark
Twain Elementary. Bonds generate
SCAP funds from the state. SCAP
monies will also allow for districtwide necessary upgrades.
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For every $100,000 in assessed valuation, current
payments total $205. A home value of $250,000
pays $512.50 a year, or about $1.40 a day.

www.fwps.org/bond
bondinfo@fwps.org
253-945-2000

*Individual tax rates can fluctuate based on
changes in assessed valuation.

Antiquated roof drain
systems causing
deterioration of
brick columns in
Illahee Middle School
walkway.

FWPS elementary schools
are over capacity across the
district. Due to overcrowding,
this classroom at Wildwood
Elementary holds two
kindergarten classes, consisting
of up to 45 students, two
teachers, and one paraeducator.

Sinking foundations are
critical concerns at Thomas
Jefferson High School and
Olympic View Elementary.
Both of these schools are
being addressed in the 2017
bond proposition.

How will • As the district pays off bond • In blue, you will see
debt, this allows for bond
that the FWHS levy
the tax
sales to be managed in a way
expires, with 2018
collection
to keep tax collections the
being the last year of
remain the same (shown in green, below). collection.
same with
the 2017
bond?
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Our staff does incredible
things for our scholars
every day. Starting
this year, scholars
will give back to staff
by nominating staff
members for a “Because
of You” award. This fall, scholars from
the superintendent’s advisory will be
creating an awards nomination process
to honor staff and then communicate
with students. Scholars will nominate
staff members for the award, and each
month, four to six staff members will be
honored. Stay tuned as we highlight these
extraordinary educators who make a
difference for our scholars!
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The 2017 Bond Proposition
• Benefits all schools and is fiscally
responsible.
• Offers more capacity at our
elementary schools and reduces
overcrowding.
• Supports modernized,
technology-rich learning
environments to prepare scholars
for college and career.
• Expands early learning
opportunities, specifically
preschool.
• Enhances and improves safety
and security at all schools.
• Offers another K–8 school in
another area of the district
• Modernized schools increases
home values, great schools =
great neighborhoods.
• Increase local job opportunities
in construction industry as
part of school construction and
modernization.
• Positions the district to
accomplish big, bold goals in
strategic plan.

Rt

• In red, you will see the payoff of
the phase one bond. All current
bond debt from the phase one
bond will be paid off by 2030.

Phase Two Bond

VO T E

Nov 7

Phase One Bond
FWHS
Levy

VOTING BEGINS
OCT 19

2 017
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for MORE INFORMATION

How will the 2017 FWPS
bond benefit our scholars and
community?

o

SCHOLARS TO NOMINATE
INSPIRATIONAL STAFF WITH
“BECAUSE OF YOU” AWARDS

Approval of the November 2017 bond
proposition will not increase the total tax
collection. Current tax rates* for the Federal
Way High School levy and current school bonds
total $2.05 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A YOUNG PERSON’S LIFE

Become a Mentor

SE OF
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Want to learn more
about becoming
a mentor?
C O N TA C T
David Stone,
Program Director
253-945-2015
dstone@fwps.org
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2023
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ederal Way Public
Schools’ Mentor
& Me Program
is beginning its
second year, and we need
more mentors in our
schools. Mentors nurture,
advocate, support, and
share the responsibility
lcome to
to ensure thatWetheir
Grade 2!
scholars have multiple
opportunities to set goals.
Mentors review their
scholars’ progress toward
meeting those goals, adjust
goals along the way, and
celebrate their successes.
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Hear how some of our
mentors are making a
difference in the words of
scholars participating in our
Mentor & Me Program:
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FWPS scholars
compete in STEM fields

W

ashington state ranks No. 1 nationally in
the concentration of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) jobs and
Federal Way Public Schools (FWPS) wants its scholars
to start preparing now to access these college and career
opportunities.
“We believe our scholars have the talent, experiences,
and ideas to change the world,” said Dr. Tammy
Campbell, FWPS superintendent. “STEM and
STEAM project based learning will empower scholars
with the skills they need to be successful in college,
career, and civic life.”
FWPS is the most diverse district in the state of
Washington with 70 percent scholars of color. Knowing
current statistics show that scholars of color and
females are underrepresented in STEM fields across
the country, FWPS is actively taking steps to provide
STEM and STEAM (STEM with an emphasis on the
arts) opportunities for each scholar from kindergarten
through high school graduation. This commitment
is reflected in the district’s Strategic Plan Goal 5:
Persistence to Graduation, which measures the percent
of scholars who have STEM/STEAM experiences.
Here are some examples of how FWPS prepares
each of its 23,000+ scholars to compete for these 21st
century high-wage, high demand careers.

Career pathways
In order for scholars to graduate prepared for
STEM/STEAM college and career experiences,
they must be shown a path to get there. FWPS
has 38 schools divided into four areas. Each area
feeds into one comprehensive high school with a
variety of Career and Technical Education STEM/
STEAM pathways including computer science,
engineering, environmental science, health science,
and manufacturing and construction. STEM/
STEAM experiences are vertically aligned for all K–12
scholars beginning with elementary school exploratory
learning opportunities, middle school introductory
college-preparatory courses, and high school collegepreparatory, industry aligned courses that prepare
scholars for post-graduate trade school, college, and
beyond.
FWPS continues to expand STEM/STEAM pathways
by integrating computer science curriculum through
Hour of Code and Sphero robots. Hour of Code is
an introduction to computer science, designed to
demystify code, and illustrate anyone can learn the
basics of coding. It also expands the participation
in the field of computer science. Each year, teachers
and scholars all over the district explore the basics of
computer science, STEM careers, and/or Skype with
STEM/STEAM experts in the field. In the 2016–17
school year, over 7,000 scholars from all FWPS
participated in Hour of Code.

Problem/project based learning
FWPS is committed to ensuring scholars have STEM/
STEAM experiences and are actively engaged in their
learning. FWPS will increase these efforts by ramping
up STEM/STEAM project based learning (PBL)
at three school sites starting in the 2017–18 school
year. This will foster scholar choice, personalization,
and high interest to provide a unique environment
to stimulate retention, achievement, and first hand
experiences with STEM/STEAM careers of the future.
PBL is at the core of the enhanced teaching approach
where scholars develop solutions to real-world
challenges. This involves group work to solve authentic
problems, choice and independence, technology as
a learning tool and a focus on college, career and
civic readiness. Instead of teaching English, math,
history and science independently, projects often
weave multiple subjects into the same learning
experience. This approach lends itself to prepare
scholars to be contributing citizens through thinking,
collaborating, and problem solving and leading as they
see connections between subject matter. PBL includes
partnering with community business and industry
leaders, and delivering presentations to a panel of
experts.
Over the next two years, Nautilus and Woodmont K–8
schools will intentionally integrate STEM/STEAM
project based learning opportunities into current
curriculum that will provide enriched and enhanced
experiences. Recently, Washington state Governor Jay
Inslee visited Nautilus K–8 and Thomas Jefferson High
School to learn more about FWPS’ STEM/STEAM
efforts.
This year,
Saghalie Middle
School and the
TAF Academy
merged to
become TAF@
Saghalie.
TAF@Saghalie
is a grades
6–12 school
co-managed by
FWPS and the Technology Access Foundation (TAF).
TAF@Saghalie’s scholar demographics represent the
demographics of the district, which largely serves
scholars of color. Since its opening, TAF Academy
has developed into an award winning school with
95 percent on-time graduation, 100 percent college
acceptance and 91 percent college entrance. For five
years in a row, TAF Academy received the School of
Distinction Award. The merger of TAF@Saghalie aims
to increase scholar achievement and post-secondary
preparedness using an award-winning model.
All three of these FWPS designated lighthouse
demonstration sites will support the district’s efforts to
create a K–12 “STEM Region.”
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responsible
individuals

3.
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empowered
critical thinkers
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PARENT AND LEARNING PARTNERSHIP
A VOICE
EACH SCHO LAR:
FWPS.ORG

Top 7 reasons to go to school every day
• If scholars aren’t in school, they miss out
on important learning. Lost instructional
time, especially in the early years, puts
scholars at a disadvantage for years to
come.
• Poor attendance often leads to inability
to read at grade level in third grade or
even being held back.
• By as early as 6th grade, chronic absence
is the main indicator of dropping out of
high school.
• Chronic absence is a high indicator of
dropping out in college.
• Chronic absence becomes a long-term
habit that can affect later grades or
holding a job.
• By 9th grade, attendance is a better
predictor of dropping out than any 8th
grade test.
• Schools serve as a safe place for scholars
to form positive relationships with
adults.
Parents are an incredible support in
reducing chronic absenteeism at school.
Check out these tips to help your child
attend school every day:
• Encourage and model positive attitudes
towards learning, waking up on time and
having good attendance.
• Lay out clothes and pack backpacks the
night before.
• Plan family vacations during school
breaks and days off and schedule
medical/dental appointments outside of
the school day, whenever possible.

• Parents can set attendance goals with
their scholars, track goals and offer
rewards for meeting these goals.
• Encourage scholars to become involved
in activities, sports and events at the
school. Scholars make friends, develop
connections to other scholars and to
caring adults and become excited and
prideful about being a part of their
school environment.

NEW THIS YEAR: Empowering parents with Learning Partnership Guides
“I really love the
personalization [of the
guides] because each
home is different, and
each parent has different
goals and milestones for
their child to reach. It
helps keep me and my
child engaged.”

transitions

We want to ensure each scholar has the
opportunity to attend school today,
graduate tomorrow. Check out these top
reasons to go to school every day and
how parents can support their child’s
attendance.

GR A DE

OUR
STRATEGIC
GOALS
THE EARLY YEARS
Building the
foundation

Chronic absenteeism, missing two or
more days of school per month, has a
profoundly negative effect on scholar
achievement. According to the Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI),
the number of Federal Way scholars who
had 18+ full day absences (2016–17) was
5,590 or 24.17 percent. Almost one in four
of our scholars were chronically absent last
year.

• Keep a regular bedtime/sleep schedule
in your home, to help them get the rest
they need.

FWPS intentionally engages scholars that are
traditionally underrepresented in STEM fields by
partnering with the Ignite Program, which provides
mentors and internships for scholars at Microsoft,
Boeing, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, and
other local companies.

1.

ATTEND SCHOOL EVERY DAY

• Do not excuse absences for sleeping in,
“not feeling well” if the child is not sick.

Additionally, FWPS integrates Sphero robots into
curriculum to meet math, science, computer science,
and educational technology standards. Sphero, a
robot controlled by a smartphone or tablet, can
be programmed to perform a set of automated
tasks, collect and analyze data such as velocity and
acceleration, or create and use mathematical and
scientific models.

Welcome!

FWPS promotes attendance and
seeks to reduce chronic absenteeism
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GUIDE COMMITTEE MEMBER

S

chools can’t do it alone. Federal Way Public
Schools is building upon parent engagement
through strong relationships with our families
to support their children’s academic success.
As part of this commitment, Federal Way Public
Schools launched Learning Partnership Guides, a tool
to assist parents and schools in being on the same page.
A committee of parents and family liaisons informed
the guides with the goal of helping parents and
families know what their children should know and
be able to do in areas such as English Language Arts
(ELA), mathematics, science, music, tech skills, health
and fitness, social and emotional milestones and more!

The guides also provide helpful tips focused
on the ABCs of college and career readiness:
attendance, behavior and course performance.
The guides are grade specific and are available
for grades kindergarten through grade 8,
grades 9/10, and grades 11/12, and in our top
eight languages. They are distributed at the
start of the school year at each of our schools
throughout the school district.
Check out our website at www.fwps.org/
learningpartnership to view the guides online,
or parents can request one at their child’s
school.
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4 Federal Way High School update

3 FWPS scholars compete in STEM Fields

2 Mentoring opportunities

INSIDE:

1 Aging buildings, overcrowding and enhanced safety
needs addressed with November 7 bond proposition

Chess with the Superintendent is back again for a second year to develop our scholars
to be active learners: engaged, empowered, critical thinkers. Superintendent Campbell
continues this focus on strategic plan goal 3 through the mentorship and coaching
of 50 scholars at each of the Chess with the Superintendent activities this year.
Scholars will develop their skills in logic, problem-solving and critical thinking.

Chess with the Superintendent continues

A VOICE. A DREAM. A BRIGHT FUTURE.
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FEDER AL WAY HIGH SCHOOL UPDATE

Scholars prepare
for 21st century
careers in brand-new
classrooms while
construction moves
toward completion

Scholars in the engineering and manufacturing
classes get hands on experience using realworld software and tools.

A

t Federal Way High School
(FWHS), construction and
other project crews have
been hard at work marching
towards the slated completion date
of 2018, meeting successes and
challenges along the way.
In October 2016, staff and studentscholars moved into the new
classrooms at FWHS. Throughout
the school year, scholars experienced
learning in an environment to help
them compete for, and succeed in,
21st century jobs.
In the new ProCert culinary arts lab
classroom, students are learning how
to design menus, manage a kitchen,
work in teams, and are catering events.
Scholars in the engineering and
manufacturing classes get hands on
experience using real-world software
and tools. They draft designs on the
computer, then bring their designs to
life with high-tech equipment such
as 3D printers, CNC tools, and a
computer controlled waterjet.
A new course at FWHS is the coding/
game design course where scholars are
learning different types of computer
programming, including game
design. The new library is a space
where scholars can study, research,
collaborate and have increased access
to computers.
Many members of our community
attended the formal ribbon cutting
ceremony on October 21, 2016.
Community tours of the new building
were also made available in October
2016 and April 2017.

Aerial photo as of
September 11, 2017
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In February 2017, over 3,000
scholars, staff, families and

Community members toured
the new FWHS last year. More
opportunities for our community
to come experience FWHS to come,
including the grand opening of the
FWHS theater once completed.

community attended the First
Annual STEM Exploration Night
at the new FWHS. There will
be more opportunities to invite
our community and show our
appreciation for their support,
including the grand opening of the
FWHS theater once completed.
As construction continued while
scholars were learning in the new
FWHS, an unforeseeable condition
was discovered. Because the FWHS
property has been used in a variety
of configurations for almost 80
years, a number of abandoned
fuel tanks were discovered during
construction. Each of these tanks
were appropriately treated and
removed. One of the tanks however
reflected a level of soil contamination
requiring significant remediation.
The process began to excavate and
remove the contaminated soil with
the excavation completed in May.
Although this caused a slight delay
to the construction schedule, it is not
anticipated to impact the project’s
slated completion date of 2018.

Many advancements have also
been made with this next phase of
construction. These include:
• In the theatre, interior concrete
has been poured and that includes
the upper and lower seating.
The exterior and interior wall
structures have been completed.
Exterior siding installation
continues at the theater radius
wall. Stage installation work
continues at the theater.
• Formwork for the gym slab pour
is underway at the south interior
wall.
• The grading work has been
completed for the baseball, fast
pitch and practice fields. The
practice field has been expanded
to become a full size regulation
football field. This provides
another available field to be
used for various district athletic
activities.
• The work of the commons
area (also the cafeteria area) is
85–90 percent complete, with the
remaining portion to be finished
when the theatre is completed.
This construction project
wouldn’t be possible without our
community’s support. Thank you
to our voters for helping build our
scholars’ futures!

